
Tuesday 5.5.20 

Hello Primary 4 and welcome to another week of Home 

Learning.  The sun is shining, have a lovely day! 

  

SPELLING 

WALT spell words linked to our topic accurately 

Ask someone at home to test you on your Length Spelling List from last 

week and note this in your Home Learning Jotter. 

WALT spell words linked to our Maths topic accurately 

Choose one of the lists below to write out in your Home 

Learning Jotter.  

This week we would like you to do a “Sporty Spelling 

Challenge” to practise your words. Choose from the list below 

or make up your own activity. 

☺ Bounce a ball (like you are playing basketball) and say a 

letter with each bounce 

☺ Use a tennis racket and bounce a ball on that and say a 

letter with each bounce  

☺ Play actual tennis with someone in your family and say a 

letter with each pass 

☺ Roll a ball from one person to another across the ground 

and say a letter with each roll 

☺ Throw a ball from person to person OR bounce against a 

wall (not near a window though) and say a letter with each 

throw 

Mild Spicy Hot 

weight weight weight 

item roughly approximately 

heavy heavier heaviest  

light lighter lightest 



gram balance kilogram 

scales equal equivalent 

mass object quantity 

lift nearly weightless 
 

 

You should spend around 30 minutes on this activity. 

 

 

WRITING SKILLS 

WALT develop our knowledge of grammar skills. 

What is a pronoun? 

 

Pronouns are words that take the place of nouns. They are used 

instead of the names of people, places, or things. Think of it like a 

hockey game. When the players on the ice get tired, the coach puts 

in new players and gives the tired players a break. Personal 

pronouns are just like the substitute players the coach puts in. They 

are giving a noun a break from being constantly used in a person's 

writing. 

Watch the video, using the link below, to remind yourself 

about pronouns.  Once you have watched the video scroll 

down to complete the two short activities and quiz. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z37

xrwx  

Now that you feel confident, we would like to complete the 

worksheet on the class website named  

‘Pronouns by Twinkl.’   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z37xrwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z37xrwx


You can choose your level of challenge and record your 

answers in your Home Learning Jotter. 

 

You should spend around 20-30 mins completing this task. 

Extra Optional Challenge:  Can you create a short story, with 

more than one character, to show your knowledge of 

pronouns?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATHS 

 

Weight 

 

This week we will be learning about weight. Watch the clip 

below as an introduction to grams and kilograms. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zbvgkqt 

• Write down 3 facts you found out from watching the 

video. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zbvgkqt


Now watch the video, using the link below, to learn more 

about using scales to weigh items using grams and 

kilograms.  Read the task outlined below before watching 

the clip.   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/using-grams-

and-kilograms/zm7tf4j 

Task 

• Pause the video at 2 minutes 32 seconds to give 

yourself thinking time as you try to solve question 

number 1. 

• Next pause the video at 2 minutes 47 seconds and try 

to solve question number 2. 

• Finally pause the video at 2 minutes 57 seconds and 

answer question number 3.  

• Check the bottom of this page to check your answers 

– how many did you get correct?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

WALT: use the weight of everyday items to help me to 

estimate 

Can you find 3 items in your home that weigh: 

• 500 g 

• 1 kg 

• 5kg 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/using-grams-and-kilograms/zm7tf4j
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/using-grams-and-kilograms/zm7tf4j


Remember you can find the weight of most items on the 

packaging OR use a set of scales in your home to check 

the weight.   

Here are some examples to help you. 

A bag of sugar or rice could weigh roughly 1kg. 

A bag of potatoes would weigh approximately 5kg. 

I estimate a bag of apples would weigh 500g. 

*If you can’t find items with these weights.  Don’t worry!  

Pick any 3 items in your house, that weigh 3 different 

weights. * 

Copy the table below and record your 3 items in the first 

column. 

Now your task is to compare the weight of your items with 

another item.  Can you find another item that weighs the 

same or is close to?  

Try to challenge yourself by finding an object that doesn’t 

have a weight on it.  Hold the two items in your hands and 

use the sense of their weight to compare the items. 

If you can, use scales to weigh your 2nd item and record the 

weight in your table.  Was it heavier, lighter or about the 

same weight? 

*The first row has been completed for you as an example. * 

Item 1 Item 2 Actual 
weight of 
item 2  
 

Heavier/ 

Same/ 

Lighter 

Pasta =500g Coffee Mug   480g About the 
same 

    

    



    
 

Extra Challenge:  Can you find 2 more items to add to 

your list 

If you have time you can complete any of the challenge 

cards using one of the links below. 

 

SET 1 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-4307-ks1-weight-

challenge-cards 

SET 2 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/weight-challenge-cards-

roi-ms-10  

 

Answers 

Question 1. 8 pairs of bloomers  

Question 2. 2815g 

Question 3. 6 pair of bloomers 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-4307-ks1-weight-challenge-cards
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-n-4307-ks1-weight-challenge-cards
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/weight-challenge-cards-roi-ms-10
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/weight-challenge-cards-roi-ms-10

